BOROUGH of BEACH HAVEN

OFFICE OF CODE ENFORCEMENT and INSPECTIONS
300 ENGESIDE AVENUE
BEACH HAVEN, NJ, 08008
PHONE: 609-492-0111 FAX: 609-492-6382
www.beachhaven-nj.gov.com

The following is only a rough guideline to make you aware of potential problems that the Borough checks during inspections of resale properties to be sure you are in compliance and your tenants are safe.

INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR RESALE PROPERTIES

INSPECTION BY HOUSING INSPECTOR CONSISTS OF A VISUAL INSPECTION ONLY. IT IS NOT A THOROUGH IN-DEPTH STRUCTURAL INSPECTION OF THE STRUCTURE.

- General condition of lot and exterior of structure
- Porch, deck and stair condition.
- **Smoke detectors Carbon Monoxide detector(s) Please see attached.**
- Acceptable electrical and plumbing systems.
- Proper venting of heating equipment.
- Safety relief valves on hot water heaters and boilers are required; pipe downward to within 6” of floor. NO PLASTIC or GALVANIZED PIPING ALLOWED. Hot water cabinets must be open prior to inspection.
- Proper fire separation between garage and adjacent living areas. (Solid core, full thickness doors, sheetrock on walls or ceilings separating garage from house, etc.).
- Egress from bedroom areas (windows open easily).
- General condition of interior of structure.
- House numbers affixed to structure. (3” numbers-residential use)
- Locks on egress doors to ensure that they work properly and aren’t “double-key” type.
- All one- and two- family dwellings at a change of occupancy must be equipped with a portable fire extinguisher. **At least 2A:10B:C** and no more than 10 lbs, within 10’ of the kitchen and no more than 5’ above the floor.
- A current plot plan survey, and current flood elevation certificate.
- No open permits on property.

**ALL OPEN PERMITS MUST BE FINALED PRIOR TO RESALE INSPECTION.**

**THIS IS ONLY A GENERAL LIST OF POTENTIAL PROBLEMS. OTHERS MAY BE NOTED.**
Effective January 1, 2019, the following requirement regarding battery-operated smoke alarms will be enforced under the new NJ Uniform Fire Code Requirements.

N.J.A.C. 5:70-4.19 Smoke alarms for one- and two-family dwellings; carbon monoxide alarms; and portable fire extinguishers:

SMOKE ALARM REQUIREMENTS:
(a) In one- and two-family or attached single family dwellings subject to the requirements of N.J.A.C. 5:70-2.3, smoke alarms shall be installed as follows:
   1. On each level of the premises; and
   2. Outside of each separate sleeping area.
(b) The smoke alarms required in (a) above shall be located and maintained in accordance with NFPA 72.
   1. The alarms shall not be required to be interconnected.
(c) 10-YEAR SEALED BATTERY-POWERED SINGLE STATION SMOKE ALARMS shall be installed and shall be listed in accordance with ANSI/UL 217, incorporated herein by reference. However, A/C-powered single or multiple-station smoke alarms installed as part of the original construction or rehabilitation project shall not be replaced with battery-powered smoke alarms. The effective date of this subsection shall be January 1, 2019.
   1. A/C-powered smoke alarms shall be accepted as meeting the requirements of this section.

CARBON MONOXIDE ALARM REQUIREMENTS:
Carbon monoxide alarms shall be installed in all dwelling units in buildings in one- and two-family or attached single family dwellings, except for units in buildings that do not contain a fuel-burning device or have an attached garage, as follows:
1. Single station carbon monoxide alarms shall be installed and maintained in the immediate vicinity of the sleeping area(s).
2. Carbon monoxide alarms may be battery-operated, hard-wired or of the plug-in type and shall be listed and labeled in accordance with UL-2034 and shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of this section and NFPA-720.

PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHER REQUIREMENTS:
A portable fire extinguisher shall be installed in accordance with the following:
1. The extinguisher shall be within 10 feet of the kitchen and located in the path of egress;
2. The extinguisher shall be readily accessible and not obstructed from view;
3. The extinguisher shall be mounted using the manufacturer's hanging bracket so the operating instructions are clearly visible;
4. The extinguisher shall be an approved listed and labeled type with a minimum rating of 2A-10B:C and no more than 10 pounds;
5. The owner's manual or written operation instructions shall be provided during the inspection and left for the new occupant;
6. The extinguisher shall be serviced and tagged by a certified Division of Fire Safety contractor within the past 12 months or the seller must have a receipt for a recently purchased extinguisher; and
7. The top of the extinguisher shall not be more than five feet above the floor.
FIRE EXIT requirements
1. The size shall be no smaller than 2A:10B:c, rated for residential use and weigh no more than 10lbs.
2. The extinguisher must be located within 10 feet of the kitchen.
3. The top of the extinguisher must not be more than 5 feet above the floor.

Carbon monoxide alarms shall be installed in all dwelling units except for units in buildings that do not contain a fuel-burning appliance. Homes having an attached garage are required to have a Carbon Monoxide Detector.
1. Single station carbon monoxide alarms shall be installed and maintained in the immediate vicinity of the sleeping area(s).
2. Carbon monoxide alarms may be battery-operated, hard-wired or of the plug-in type and shall be listed and labeled in accordance with UL-2034 and shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of the N.J. Uniform Fire Code.

Do Not Install Smoke Detectors in the following areas to avoid false alarms and improper operation.

- Kitchens - Smoke from cooking may cause a nuisance alarm.
- Bathrooms - Excessive steam from a shower may cause a nuisance alarm.
- Near heating or air conditioning ducts
- The "Dead Air" space where the ceiling meets the wall (see Figure 5).
- The peak of an "A" frame ceiling at the top may prevent smoke from reaching the detector.